This article aims at reading Sam Shepard's True West from deconstructive point of view. Derrida with coining the word "Differance", consisting of the words to "defer" and to "differ", disturbs the presence of meaning, contending that no stable meaning exists. Meaning is forever fallen into the trap of "differance", causing the meaning to defer, that is, the signified is always deferred and we are just dealing with play of signifiers. Moreover, he believes that in each set of binary oppositions, the two sides of opposition not only add to each other but also take the place of each other and thus supplement each other. This is in fact what happens in True West. Characters' identities have unstable nature. Each character changes their identity from one type of personality to another one, thus plunging themselves into finding floating identities. In addition, the characters supplement each other; they need each other to be completed, as two sides of opposition, without having priority over each other. Therefore, what fills the space of the play is the indeterminacy regarding Derrida's ideas of supplement and "differance" propelling the characters into having unstable and changing identity.
Introduction
The present study is an attempt to investigate the traces of Derrida's deconstructive view in Sam Shepard's True West. After World Wars I and II, the attention turned against objectivity and truth that intellectuals supposed to have attained through reason and knowledge whereby they could constitute objective reality in social institutions. However, after these wars in which more than 100 million people were killed, a sense of uncertainty overwhelmed the world in different fields of science. In physics, Einstein with his theory of relativity contends that what we call truth is relative and has a fluid stance. In philosophy, Nietzsche (1885) by his famous assertion holds that "old God liveth no more; he is indeed dead" (p.253) raises a storm of protest at the objectivity of truth and contends that truth is not absolute. Furthermore, the inception of postmodernism emerging out of modernism shakes the foundations of modernity; the modernity which is concerned with rationality, objective reality and truth. Doubting the nature of truth and reality, postmodernism has changed the notion of reality to something subjective, based on the situation a person lives in or the culture that embraces them. Moreover, with the advent of deconstruction, Derrida's poststructuralist view of the world challenges the very institutions of modernity through which objective reality and truth have been taught. Charles Bressler (2007) explains that for Derrida and other postmodernists, no objective reality exists, but the subjective one, the creation of "human mind". Truth is "relative" depending on the "nature", "culture" and "social influences" of a person's life. "Many truths exist, not the truth". Objective reality of the modernity has been supplanted by the subjective reality of the postmodernism in which many "interpreters of reality" come to life (p.99).
Derrida sets against this view of language (Founded by Saussure) by developing a coined word "differance" to which he refers as "to differ", to be unlike and dissimilar in nature and "to defer", to delay, maintaining that meaning is not present in itself but in the other words around and forever postponed since "language is a differential network of meaning" (Norris, 2005, p.24) , and there exists just difference in language through which we can recognize the word. Hans Bertens (2001) conducts the same issue, maintaining, "words are never stable and fixed in time … because the meaning we see in words is the product of difference, that meaning is always contaminated … Every single word contains traces of other words-theoretically of all the other words in the language system" (pp.124-125). Meaning is trapped in a play of signifiers mainly resulting from difference in language. This is like finding meaning in a dictionary, which refers us to the other words, thereby causing the meaning of the word to delay, not allowing a signifier to rest and find a signified. This is actually what happens in Derrida's Differance, best argued by Mark Currie in his Difference (2004) that, the differance signifies that the relationship between the elements of a sentence is always in "motion", and that the meaning of any sign comes from those elements and words preceding and those following the very sign (p.54). Derrida (1982) Moreover, Derrida argues that the two sides of opposition are in need of each other since a part of meaning exists in the other side. He, furthermore, notes that the two sides of opposition not only complete each other but also take the place of each other and thus supplement each other. They need each other to be completed. More importantly, neither of them has prior status over the other term. Their existence depends on each other. Simply put, Derrida believes that no text has a determinate meaning since the signifier never arrives at a definite signified, it is always floating in a chain of signifiers. M. H. Abrams (2000) contends that, "for Derrida's chamber of texts is a sealed echo-chamber in which meanings are reduced to a ceaseless echolalia, a vertical and lateral reverberation from sign to sign of ghostly non-presences emanating from no voice, intended by no one, referring to nothing, bombinating in a void" (p.246). Moreover, he adds, "what Derrida's conclusion comes to is that no sign or chain of signs can have a determinate meaning" (p.246). This paper is an attempt to trace the mentioned notions of Derrida in Sam Shepard's True West.
Sam Shepard's True West as an Indeterminate Text
Sam Shepard (1943) , the director, writer, and actor is a well-known American playwright who has written more than fifty plays and the numerous awards he has received illustrate the originality of his works. His plays are mostly concerned about family fragmentation in America, loss of identity, nostalgia for the past, power struggle and old and new values of the west. However, another compelling concept, indeterminacy, regarding Jacques Derrida's Difference and Binary Opposition can be traced in his works too. Likewise, as discussed earlier, the text of the play, True West by Sam Shepard has the same features. His characters do not render a signified for their indeterminate behavior, changing from one kind of personality to another one. Therefore, identity, personality and the significant concepts for them become inherently indeterminate, as this indeterminacy is a part of their floating nature. In addition, the characters in the play, Austin and Lee, act as two sides of opposition, who not only add to each other but also take the place of each other. At the end, they need each other to be completed. A line here is moved above before the head line
Floating Meaning of True West
The name of the play is True West, and the word "true" has been treated in different ways and with different names such as true story, true west, true character or identity and true writer. True West; what is true west in the story? The word "true" has an unstable character for each character in the play. The word conveys different meanings for each character and situation in the play. True west as a sign changes its significance when it arrives at a certain character and there it tends itself to a mobile stance. First, we see that in the play, each character has their own definition of true west but as the play progresses, the same concept changes again for each character. For Austin, the writer and younger brother, city is his true west as a place of civilization and authenticity, where "it's been built up" and he can enjoy "his imagination" (Shepard, 1997, pp. 11-12) .This comfortable place, the house where he is living, (the symbol of the whole city) changes its meaning and authenticity when it comes to being defined by his older brother, Lee, who has just come back from desert where he has "beenspendin' a lota' www.ccsenet.org/ells English Language and Literature Studies Vol. 2, No. 3; 2012 time" (Shepard, 1997, p.9) . To Lee, true west is desert, a place where he has been living for three months, a place of originality, experience and imagination and where he can find serenity and comfort without any distraction from outside. To mother "true west merely is vastness; the Alaskan frontier" where it is "cold and dissolute" (Krasner, 2006, p.113) . For their mother, who has a compelling role in the play but her existence and appearance is not to be seen much, true west seems to mean Alaska where she can relax, have fun and where she has gone to be away from the father of the family, an alcoholic man, for whom desert is his true west where he can find solace by drinking alcohol. It is true that for both Lee and father desert is their true west but for each has a completely different meaning. Therefore, as we can see for each character, the meaning of true west is different, acting as a signifier not finding its signified. This is similar to what Derrida says in his Differance that signifier does not find its signified and it is always deferred. Signs are just trapped in a play of signifiers referring to each other without resting on a definite signified as the concept of true west here, which has a floating existence and its meaning changes as it falls into the hand of each character. For each character, as we can see, it has a different meaning, not a stable one. As soon as it passes to a character, its meaning shifts. True west as a signifier does not signify a fixed meaning because of falling into differance of meaning. Even for producer, Saul Kimmer, true west is a place where he can earn "a large sum of money" (Shepard, 1997, p.34) . Money is very important. It is striking to notice that the very concept that has a different meaning for each character changes its meaning again for the same characters during the course of the play. For example, as brought up before, at the beginning of the story true west for Austin is the city and the house where he is living as a site of civilization but during the course of the play, it changes its meaning. (Shepard, 1997, p.48-49) Austin is fed up with his true west, which is city life, and wants to change it and go to the desert in order to "search for the self", but it is not clear whether he can be successful in his search or not though what he needs most is "stability" (Procter, 1988, p.42) , and a better place to live or exercise his imagination. The identity of true west for him changes from city life to desert. It is not just Austin for whom the meaning of true west changes. Lee also changes his true west and it becomes city with houses around where he can steal whatever he wants; "a paradise", and when he is asked by Austin how the place was, he replies. 
AUSTIN: That's the kind of place you wish you'd grown up in?
LEE: Yeah, why not? (Shepard, 1997, p.12) His previous paradise was desert. Nevertheless, when he sees the houses around where he can easily steal from them, his paradise changes and becomes a city with houses. Moreover, he becomes a writer typing a screenplay for a producer from Hollywood. As Krasner (2006) clarifies the matter that, the "sibling rivalry" proceeds through the play. Each is resolved to set himself free from his "predictable" behavior. Each seeks to be born again by the other. Austin implores Lee to take him to the desert and teach him how to live there. Lee is shocked. How can his younger brother leave his "Hollywood success" for "scrounging and "hustling"? Austin, nevertheless, argues that he wants to find out the "True West" rather than living in "his make-believe town". Conversely, for Lee, the screenplay is "his shot on the wheel of fortune" (p.112).
The meaning of true west for each person changes compared to their previous meaning of they have of it. Thereby, the meaning of true west defers. It loses its instability to arrive at a definite destination, but as soon as it tries to reach a point of meaning, it departs and flows in a chain of signifiers and never becomes stabilized. It falls into differance of meaning.
The Question of True Identity
Following true west and its mobile meaning for each character of the play, it is time to consider identity and brood over what identity is. Once again we see the word true finds its significance in this play. At the beginning of the play, Shepard describes the characters' appearances and the way they are dressed, (Shepard, 1997, p.5) .
This is how beautifully he is pictured as a writer. Another character, his older brother Lee, is also described from the beginning as a loafer and drunkard: "soft moonlight fills kitchen illuminating LEE, beer in hand, six-pack on counter behind him. He is leaning against the sink, mildly drunk; takes a slug of beer" (Shepard, 1997, p.5) . Lee at the beginning of the play gets the key of Austin's car and goes out and returns with a set of TVs stolen from neighbors. His identity is illustrated as a stealer and gambler. There is a producer, Saul Kimmer, who has come to talk about Austin's project, his story, and he accepts it as a good one. Meanwhile, Lee enters the house with a stolen set of TVs. He soon gets along with Mr. Kimmer and feels comfortable with him. He intervenes between Kimmer and Austin and tells Saul that he has a story, a ''true story''. Saul and Lee gamble in a game of golf and Lee wins. The gamble is that if producer loses, he should accept Lee's story as a screenplay and he actually loses the match. Accordingly, he refuses Austin's project and instead accepts Lee's story as something bankable. Austin is supposed to write the outline of Lee's story for Saul but as he hears that Saul has dropped his story and wants to work on Lee's story, he gets mad and loses his stability. When he refuses to write Lee's story, Lee belittles his capability that Austin is a person, good for nothing and cannot do anything but write and cannot even steal a toaster. (Shepard, 1997, p.42-43) He is satisfied with his deed, having stolen the toasters. Moreover, in the same scene Lee is seen changed as a writer, finger-typing a story. This scene is best described in the stage direction depicting both changing characters: "night. Coyotes, crickets, sound of typewriter in dark, candlelight up on LEE at typewriter struggling to type with one finger system, AUSTIN sits sprawled out on kitchen floor with whiskey bottle, drunk" (Shepard, 1997, p.36) . Austin who at the beginning is depicted as a respectable, reasonable and calm writer loses his character and stability and becomes a drunkard and stealer. On the other hand, Lee who at the beginning was a www.ccsenet.org/ells English Language and Literature Studies Vol. 2, No. 3; 2012 gambler and loafer has turned into a writer typing a story; "I'm a screenwriter now! I'm legitimate." (Shepard, 1997, p.37) Even when Shepard speaks of his characters, he believes that they are not to be "fixed" and this is what makes his characters "on the move" (Bigsby, 2004, p.168) . Both characters have lost their identity and fixity and turned into the other character's identity as being the two halves of one person as Austin holds that Saul "thinks we're the same person" (Shepard, 1997, p.37) . Each character becomes the other one's half in order to complete each other. A writer who is supposed to remain a writer changes into a loafer and stealer without even feeling guilty of what he has done. On the other hand, a stealer and gambler changes into a writer. It seems that "each recreates the other based on his image of the other. Although these transformations are, in the realistic framework of the play, too sudden, Austin reminds us that realism is an illusion, as is the concept of stable character" (De Rose, 1992, p.111) , as he talks about Lee's story and the characters of his story that, "those aren't characters…. Those are illusions of characters" (Shepard, 1997, p.40) . Similar to the characters in Lee's story, who are "illusion of the characters", the characters of the True West as well, Austin and Lee, seem to be illusion of the characters and like floating signifiers we cannot even define their true character and identity. As we see in them the "landscape of the self is characterologically temporal and tentative" (Falk, 1981, p.194) . As soon as we get ready to put the name of the writer, as a signified, on Austin, he falls into differance and his identity defers and becomes a loafer and stealer. He is left mobile as a signifier, which never reaches its signified. The same is true of Lee who at the beginning is a loafer, gambler and stealer but changes into a writer. A signifier leads to another one and causes a play of signifier in which the signified is delayed forever. Both are like floating signifiers and thereby have a mobile identity and character. Their identities are fragmented hovering like suspended signifiers in the Differance of Derrida. We cannot decide and tell which personality each of them possesses.
Characters, Binary Opposition and Supplement
We can also regard them, Austin and Lee, as setting up a binary opposition, Austin, the writer, and Lee, the stealer. They establish a binary opposition by which they get their meaning from each other. It seems that if there were not Austin, we could not have Lee. They seem "together form dual, opposed elements in a single self" (Orbison, 2006, p.80) . They give to each other sense and consequently complete one another. As Derrida when talking about supplement believes that, not only one adds meaning to the other but also takes its place. We have Lee superior in power, in use of language and in experience as a privileged one and Austin as the inferior in power of language and experience. However, as the play goes on, not only does Austin add to it as a writer but also he takes the place of Lee and becomes a stealer also powerful in use of language. Actually, it can also be applied to and seen from a different perspective, if we consider the writer, Austin, as a privileged one being more educated, Lee as a stealer and gambler not only adds to and completes it, but also he takes the place of Austin as a writer and comes to a privileged status. Lee's identity has no meaning without Austin's. Obviously, "Lee is Austin's second self, Austin the first self or ego. Separately, they form the archetypal pattern of the hostile brothers, the elder violent and often unrestrained, the younger self-possessed and controlled. Together, they comprise opposite sides of one psychic entity" (Orbison, 2006, p.82) . Both form one entity and identity and thereby they get their meaning and identity from each other. We cannot say which one is the privileged and the other the inferior as long as they get their meaning from each other. They are two halves of the same person; one is a writer and an educated and reasonable one and the other is the imaginative and experienced one. Actually, "when Austin agrees to help write the screenplay in exchange for Lee's taking him to the desert, some integration of craft and imagination begin to seem possible and they do manage to work together" (Murphy, 2002, p.133) . They complete each other. We cannot separate them and say that one is the superior one and the other inferior. Both simultaneously give meaning to each other and complete each other without each having privilege over the other.
Conclusion
To sum up, the text of True West has an indeterminate nature in which the characters of the play fall into Differance of meaning, changing their personality from one type of personality to another one and it continues without finding a definite meaning for their floating signifier (identity). We are just facing with the play of signifiers, as Derrida believes, which are forever floating. Likewise, the identity of the characters in True West is never stable and fixed. As Bigsby (2004) maintains, the characters in the plays of Shepard are not stable and cannot be easily defined. Even when Shepard speaks of his characters, he believes that they are not to be "fixed" and this is what makes his characters "on the move" (p.168). Moreover, it is seen that how two main characters are considered as binary opposition needing each other to be completed, and thus supplement each other without each having privilege over the other.
